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ED IT O RIAL D E P AR T ME N T NO T E
The first paper which we are presenting in this issue of our Bulletin
trea ts of the production costs in a lea ther goods pla nt. The cost a ccou nting
system described is very simple and seems to be entirely adequate in this
particular case. Throu gh its u se a great amou nt of deta il work is elimina ted,
both in the fa ctory a nd the office, a nd the necessa ry monthly sta tements a re
prepared promptly.
Mr . Joseph L. Connell, the au thor of this paper, came to this country
from Scotla nd in 1923 after ha ving spent about six y ea rs with a ma nu fa cturing concern in Great Britain, and about four years in Fra nce with the
British Arm y. Fo r a short time after coming to this country he was
employed with the Brigg s Bod y Pla nt of Detroit. In 192 4 lie became associated with the Ba nk ers' Supply Company, a division of T he Todd Company, 5950 South Sta te Street, Chicago, Ill., as general bookkeeper. In
19 27 he wa s pla ced in cha rge of the cost and estima ting depa rtment, studying
operation costs in the factory and at the same time obtaining considerable
experience in a ctua l factory produ ction. In the middle of 19 3 1 their Chicago
and Rochester plants were combined as one plant in Rochester a nd he was
brou ght from Chicago to take complete charge of the entire printing and
leather goods costs and estimating departments in which capacity he continu es to serve.
For more tha n a deca de there ha s been keen competition between the ra ilroa ds a nd motor bu ses in the ma tter of pa ssenger tra nsporta tion. T his competition ha s been especially severe du ring the pa st three yea rs since the tota l
number of people tra veling a nd the dista nces traveled ha ve been grea tly decreased. T he re a re ma ny b u s companies opera ting la rge fleets of pa ssenger
and freight buses on regu lar routes a nd definitely esta blished time schedules.
Several of our large cities opera te buses in conjunction with their surface,
elevated, and subway railway systems. T he Boston Elevated Railway
operates such a fleet of motor bu ses a nd the second pa per presented in this
issue of our Bulletin is a discussion of the methods of accounting used in
determining the costs and statistics involved in its successful opera tion.
Mr. T homa s A. Du nba r, the a u thor of this pa per, secu red his prelimina ry
business training in Boston University, the Bentley School of Accounting.
and Ha rva rd School of Bu siness Administration, where he specia lized in the
study of Accounting, Business La w and Public Utility Ma na gement. H e
became connected with the Boston Elevated Railway in 1918 as a cost
accou nta nt and since 19 2 5 he ha s been Chief Clerk of the Bu rea u of Audits.
H e has been active in the a ffa irs of the Association and is now Trea su rer
of t he Boston Cha pter. This paper was contributed du ring a n Essa y Contest conducted by the Boston Chapter du ring the year 1931 -32.
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PRODUCTION COSTS IN LEATH ER GOODS PLANT
By J. C. Connell, Cost Accountant,
The Todd Company, Rochester, New York
an acknowledged fact that all manufacturing concerns do
ITnotISfollow
the same procedure in formulating their production
costs. In the first place, no one system could be installed that
would prove satisfactory to every plant, even though the product
manufactured is the same. It is essential that each individual plant
adopt a system which is best suited to it. The system adopted
depends on the size of plant, location, production anticipated,
styles, and sizes of products, facilities for merchandising, etc.
The system we have for formulating production costs in our
leather goods plant was installed primarily to eliminate detail
work as much as possible, both in the factory and office; at the
same time to secure an accurate, dependable cost on which we
may base our selling prices. This system may or may not be
according to all the ethics of cost accounting; nevertheless it
furnishes us with all the information necessary and, in addition,
facilitates the closing of our monthly statements promptly through
elimination of voluminous posting to individual job cost cards.
In our opinion the system is the last word in simplicity for our
particular requirements.
In all manufacturing concerns the human element must be considered to a certain degree. From an efficiency standpoint we
believe it unwise to demand too much of the factory employee by
requesting him to give a history of each operation performed.
Experience has taught us that to ask the goldstamper, the embosser,
and the inspector to itemize this and that on their time sheets
results in undesired plant inactivity, which naturally increases the
productive hour cost in a department. As a result, we have an
increase in the cost of goods sold.
We carry four distinct cost analyses books, as follows:
A— Material record book
B— Forms, semi - finished stock
C —Labor data book
D— Summary book.
In the manufacture of pass books and check covers for bank
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and commercial use, we have anywhere from 8o to loo different
sizes and styles. We have 8 departments in the factory and 75%
of our orders pass through each one of these departments.
The operations necessary per product average 15, although
in some cases they run as high as 25. In our material record
book every product manufactured is listed, and the necessary raw
materials— board, paper, lining, etc. —are listed according to the
quantity of such raw materials needed for i , 0 0 0 pieces. All the
figures have been taken from past records and they are checked
periodically to assure their accuracy under changing conditions.
In view of the fact that our products are standard items we
are able to set up a semi - finished stock. When we are ready to
440
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manufacture one of these products, factory Form B is issued to
the superintendent, who draws on raw stores for the required
material. (The factory forms are numbered consecutively and
on the average we have about 15 a month.) Material drawn from
raw stores is charged against the form number. The form is
handled by our cutting and case- making departments and the foreman, after the form has been completed, specifies the quantity
completed on the form. When working on this form the employee records the form number on his time sheet and simply
punches it to show when he started and stopped. When completed,
the form is turned in to the office.
The clerk in the office, in posting the time to Form B, makes
his report from the employee's time sheet daily, and when the form
has been completed the clerk summarizes the time, and the total
hours multiplied by the hour cost, together with the material which
has already been posted to the form, are charged to the sernifinished stock account.
The posting clerk in the office then posts the total quantity
made against the form and the total manufacturing expense incurred to a separate sheet, which is carried in our labor data book
as shown on Form C. Subsequent forms of the same product
are likewise posted to this sheet for a period of six months.
Each day, as actual orders come in from salesmen on the various
sizes and styles of pass books and check covers, copies are sent
from the order department to the superintendent, who gives immediate instructions as to the printing, coloring, lining, sewing,
die - cutting, collating, and casing -in. These operations follow in
sequence, passing through each department until they arrive at
our casing -in- department, where the final assembly is made.
As the operations involved are so numerous, and the time spent
by the employees in many of the operations is short, we have what
we call Form Numbers - Work -in- Progress. We have 30 of these
forms, covering every operation that is necessary according to
the size and style of product made. In some instances a few
operations are combined under one number. Obviously, there
would be considerable time lost in the factory as well as in the
office if we listed each operation on the time sheet according to
the job number. Such a procedure would mean that the factory
442
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employees would have a time sheet so long that it would automatically create additional clerical work in posting.
Each foreman is instructed to collect the job tickets at the end
of every day (these job tickets tell the product wanted and the
quantity) and itemize on the proper form number or numbers
the quantity of each style of product that passed through his department that day.
Factory employees, in recording their time, merely specify the
form number. In other words, if one operator spent the entire day
on one operation, even though 25 to 3o different job tickets passed
through his hands, he would only list the one form number that
would apply against this operation.
To maintain a high percentage of department activity a big
placard in large type is posted in each department, in a place where
everyone can see it. This placard enumerates the form numbers
and the operations that come under these numbers. This results in
a very big saving in factory time. The posting clerk in the office
also has the advantage of not having to go through hundreds of
cost cards and make individual postings; he simply posts the time
recorded by the employee on the form number in Book C.
At the end of each month all foremen turn in their forms showing quantities completed on each style and product. These, together with the time posted on Forms C, are summarized and
transferred to our summary book, Form D. Thus, at the end of
six months, we have made 6 postings in Summary Book D.
At the end of six months we then take the average cost of each
operation in every department, and this average rate is considered
our cost on each operation for the ensuing 6 months, i. e. as far as
our cost of goods sold is concerned. We have thus far secured an
average price on the material necessary for a thousand pieces
from Form A, labor cost average on our semi- finished stock per
thousand pieces from Form B, and our average price per thousand
on the work -in- progress operations, from Form C.
As shipments are made, work tickets are referred to the cost
department and the cost cards pulled. It is essential that individual cost cards be made on each order in view of the fact that
different sizes and styles are not sold at the same price. Naturally
it is not necessary to post any requisitions or figure any time on
444
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embossers' and goldstampers' time. They charge their time against
the individual job orders.
In the meantime our cost clerk has prepared the average cost
per thousand on each product from entries made in Books A, B, C,
and D, and a copy is submitted to the operator, who figures the
cost cards. All she has to do is refer to the job ticket, find out
the quantity and style of product shipped, and by referring to the
recapitulation of average price per thousand as already mentioned,
she posts the cost to the individual cost card.
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In this way we are able to determine if a profit is made on each
individual job.
It may seem reasonable to assume that taking an average over a
period of six months would not reflect very accurate results, but
our experience has been that subsequent periods do not vary to
such an extent that would warrant a change in procedure. As each
month's Forms C are turned in we are able to check against the
postings made during the previous month, and if there should be
a discrepancy, it is immediately investigated.
Due to fluctuations in the price of raw materials at the present
time, it has been necessary to change the prices in our material
record, Book A, to a three -month bosis. In normal times, when
prices are stable, this would not be necessary.
When inventory time comes we invariably find that the adjustment necessary is always a credit to cost of goods sold, inasmuch
as we have more work -in- progress on hand than in the general
ledger. The amount of the adjustment is comparatively small.
When we receive an order for an item that is not standard in
our line, it is necessary for each employee who handles the job to
list the job number and time spent on his time sheet. To substantiate the use of this system, at various times when the order is
sufficiently large, we request the superintendent to instruct his
foremen to have all employees charge their time against the individual jobs. In this way we are able to have a test case made by
comparing the costs we have set up by the average system against
the individual job system. We find the difference is so small that
it does not warrant a change in procedure.
The production cost plan, which we have just explained, may
not be feasible for all plants; but in a case where numerous operations are necessary, we feel that it could be used to good advantage. Undoubtedly an accurate knowledge of costs, no matter how
they are arrived at, is the safest way to guard against competitive
concerns who, in some cases, are primarily interested in accepting
orders regardless of profit. When it is necessary to quote low
prices you can at least be assured that you know what your cost is
going to be.
Simplicity is the keynote of the system. As a time -saver it has
no equal. Cooperation between superintendent and foremen is
446
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essential if the system is to be handled eff'icietly. The system will
unquestionably increase efficiency in the factory, for it eliminates
the prevailing tendency of loading the factory employee with too
much detail work and, to a certain extent, obviates the transposition of figures and wrong numbers so customary when hundreds
of orders have to be handled daily.

PROPERTY RECORDS FO R M O TO R B USES
By Thomas A. Dunbar, Chief Clerk, Bureau of Audits,
Boston Elevated Railway Co., Boston, Mass.
matter that deserves the attention and support of the acO NEcountant
is the maintenance of adequate property records.
Several reasons could be advanced to justify the effort made and
expense incidental to improving records of fixed or permanent
investment.
No attempt will here be made to go into the technique of the
matter for such discussion only would involve generalities. Each
condition, with its peculiar facts, must be approached with special
consideration. It can better be presented by taking a particular
record of a particular company to explain in detail the development of a property record card. In this way my readers may be
convinced of the necessity of devoting more than mere casual
moments to the important task of property records, when installing
cost systems and accounting procedure for large enterprises.
This company operates several hundred motor buses, which are
coordinated with other modes of transportation. The development
was so rapid that it was impossible to foresee the requirements
and needs of the future. As a condition arose, it was met with another separate record - keeping plan. This continued until recently,
when the question was given special study to attain simplification
and efficiency in handling. This study resulted in combining four
avenues of information about motor buses into one visible card
record containing all the data.
The increase in number of motor buses may be brought out
more forcibly by the following statistics:
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Motor Buses on hand
6
31
66
149
230
241
2 93
319
364
400

Date
Dec. 31, 1922
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31, 1925
31, 1926
31, 1927
31, 1928
" Y , 1929
31, 1 930
<` 31, 1931
"

"

"

"

I t

In addition to the number of motor buses on hand at present,
forty -six have been retired from time to time through sale or
scrapping during this period.
When one realizes that 4 0 0 motor buses represent an investment
of about three and one -half million dollars, it should be appreciated that careful records are necessary to safeguard the investor's
interest and to facilitate the compiling and auditing of the fixed
charges applying to this investment.
As each motor bus is acquired, a property number is assigned
to identify it. Each type is keyed so that buses of a similar
make are numbered in sequence. This number is painted in a
prominent place on the interior and exterior of the bus. Naturally this number is used on all reports concerning that bus.
The first record opened for the keeping of data regarding the
initial purchase of the motor bus was a card 5" x 8" filed in a
vertical box. The information contained such items as property
number, model, year manufactured, engine number, passenger
capacity, purchase record, location, dates, remarks, etc. This was
prepared with a view of having on file ready information in one
place, most of which was obtained from the original invoice of
purchase.
With the advent of the motor bus —a short life unit of equipment —much discussion arose among transportation companies as
to the method of accruing depreciation. At this time the second
record - keeping installation was made to maintain adequate means
of tabulating depreciation as a monthly charge against the cost of
service. In this company a five -year life was first adopted as the
448
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estimated useful life of the motor bus. Due to the fact that
many buses were acquired at one time and others at frequent intervals during the year, it was considered advisable to accrue
motor bus depreciation on a monthly basis and keep it entirely
separate from the depreciation accounting of the other assets used
in this coordinated system of transportation.
A register, showing crosswise columns for property number,
date received, date purchased, book value, monthly accrual charge,
with short sheets cut with six columns, providing posting media
for six consecutive months on one side and six on the reverse
side, was used for this purpose. The sheets contained about fifty
lines, thus allowing ample space for a large number of motor bus
property numbers on a single sheet. A summary by types was provided at the front of the book, which was the basis for the monthly
entry charging depreciation on motor buses and crediting reserve
for depreciation.
Great strides have been made in the development of the motor
bus as a unit; steel body work replaced wood; a heavier chassis
was required to meet the demands for larger capacity; and many
other special improvements were added as the old time "jitney"
forced itself into the transportation field, until today the bus is
recognized as a constructive part in any coordinated transportation system. The natural reaction to this development was a readjustment of the estimated useful life for depreciation purposes.
From five years the life was extended to six years, then later, to
eight years for those buses acquired since January 1, 1928. Those
on hand prior to December 31, 1927 are being accrued on the basis
of a six -year life.
The third element of record- keeping data on the motor bus, is
a statistical factor. It is the mileage operated by the motor bus.
This is an important record on a motor bus, since the mileage
controls a number of other operations. For example, many
mechanical parts are inspected and tested on a mileage basis; lubrication is affected by miles operated; tires are paid for under a
contract, according to individual tire mileage, which is computed
by following tire changes by bus property numbers. Some companies charge depreciation on a mileage basis. All these elements
make it an essential record. The means of gathering mileage fig -
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ures comes under the revenue and statistics group. Thus, when it
was made a part of the necessary data on motor bus operation, the
compilation of monthly mileage was posted in a loose -leaf book
with one sheet provided for each motor bus, having the months
listed downward, and columns provided for mileage, gasoline consumption, and miles operated per gallon. During the experimental
state this information was looked upon by the equipment man as
a means of comparison not only of types of motor buses, but also
of operators. It resulted in correcting many errors which might
otherwise have gone into the records, undetected.
After the experimental stage passed and certain types of equipment became standardized, the record of the consumption of gasoline by each type of motor bus was discontinued January 1, 1930,
and only one gasoline - consumed sheet was prepared at the garage
for each type, although the individual monthly gasoline form at the
garage still remains in use. In other words, the information formerly forwarded monthly to the accounting office, was summarized
by types only, giving the same result and relieving a burden on the
garage clerk at the end of the month, when so many reports are
expected from him at that time. The mileage of each bus continues
to be available from the statistical records and becomes a part of
the data on the property record card through the medium of a
posting once a month.
Since the establishment of the Motor Vehicle Excise Tax, to
comply with Massachusetts Acts of 1928, Chapter 379, providing
"for an excise tax on registered motor vehicles for the privilege
of operating such vehicles upon the highways and to repeal the
local property tax on such motor vehicles," the fourth record subsidiary to motor bus operation had its beginning. Tkis Act provides for payment of the tax to the city or town where the motor
vehicle is garaged. Certain information must be available to audit
the correctness of amounts payable under the act. This record
consists of following each motor bus, for year of manufacture,
model, excise value, rate per thousand, excise tax, and amounts
paid.
Beginning January 1, 1930, all four individual records —property card, depreciation register, mileage record, excise tax information —were combined and one card was designed, utilizing both
450
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sides and providing for arrangement in a visible equipment file.
The experience gained over a period of seven years is the result
shown on this card. From all appearances to date, it provides a
place for all the pertinent data necessary concerning any motor
bus.
One side is divided to show:

(Exhibit A)

a. property and investment record
b. location and registration
c. excise tax information
d. general remarks
Other side (writing surface: (Exhibit B)
a. month (96 spaces equal to 8 -year estimated useful life)
b. depreciation charge
c. mileage
The portion of the card which is visible provides for (Exhibit B )
a. property number
b. make
c. model
d. signal to show month equipment reaches end of the estimated useful life, rearranged each year and only used on
those reaching end for current year.
If this article but stimulates some interest in the minds of those
concerned with system building to improve plant investment
records, to suggest some new thought to those who may be confronted with a similar problem in some other fields, to strengthen
the position of necessary subsidiary record- keeping, then the narration has served a useful purpose.
Just a s we must ha ve cost recor ds for labor, material and
burden; stock records for raw materials, work -in- progress and
finished inventory; customers' ledgers for accounts receivable; so
also must we maintain appropriate property records to support
the investment in plant and equipment.
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